Introduction
exactly 50 years ago, professor shlomo simonsohn wrote an important pioneering article, published in Kirjath Sepher, concerning the various registers of the Jewish community of Verona.1 This article starts by arguing that one of the most important sources of information about the history of Jews in italy is precisely those community registers.
During the 16th century, as well as the 17th, the organisations and internal government institutions of many Jewish communities in italy underwent a unique process as a result of which new forms of Jewish political and public life emerged. probably the main manifestation of this process was the establishment in each community of a constitution, which laid down clear rules regarding the nature and functions of the various Jewish organisations and the relations between them.2 The first constitution of this kind was enacted in rome in october 1524, when Jewish leaders called upon the well-known banker Daniel da pisa to formulate his famous regulations.3 until then, the roman community obviously was somehow organised, but lacked a written constitution that enforced a balance between the various institutions and public offices, their powers, their duties, and so on.4 following in the footsteps of rome, many other Jewish communities enacted constitutional regulations: Verona in 1539,5 mantua in 1539 and again in 1587,6 florence in 1572,7 Venice in 1603 with the first "Conventions," which were renewed in 1624,8 pisa in 1636,9 and livorno in 1655.10 almost all of these documents contained a provision to appoint a secretary or scribe to draw up decisions taken by communal committees,11 and despite Boksenboim's claims,12 i am not convinced that these rules existed even before this documentation. as a consequence, from the beginning of the 16th century, there began to appear written minute books of communities, as well as other kind of registers of various companies and associations that were active within the community.
some italian community registers, or minute books (in hebrew ‫)פנקס‬ ‫,קהל‬ have already been published. in particular, i refer to five modern editions: the register of Verona (the oldest),13 the register of padua,14 the
